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ABSTRACT

The mental disorders are considered to be occurring at the age of 10 to 29 years in regards to approximately 10 to 20%. The factors that have been protective for the prevention of mental disorders in this age group have been the self-esteem, relationship into personally as well as the support from a social perspective. The main purpose that is behind this study was for the determination of relationship in between the protective factors as well as the impact of the dysfunction on to the interpersonal relationship as well and self-esteem in regards to the young adults. These researches have been employing a questionnaire design method. 100 people were selected from age group of 18 to 24 years and the data has been collected with five sections of the questionnaire, demographic data, self-esteem scale, index regarding the interpersonal relationship, mental health continuum in the short form. Self-esteem has been considered as one of the global attitudes towards in the perspective of each and everyone please stop it has been representing the perspective of one person in relation to the values. Although some are having believe that the importance in terms of self-esteem has been inflating. It has been also appearing in the form of the souls for the purpose of the relational type of outcomes. Individuals that are having very high self-esteem and are tender for having much more support socially as well as from the side of their friends as well as they will be tending to be much more satisfied inside their relationship. The findings have been showing that the people belonging to this age group will be having different types of attachment towards their parents which are having specific type of features in regards to self-esteem as well as it specifically in terms of their interpersonal relationships. There is herself in concluding that the system in regards to any attachment with their respective parents has been very necessary for the development of psychological well-being of each and every individual adolescent.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Adolescence can be described as a period in regard to the multiple complex changes that are undertaking in the personality of the adolescents. The theory has been defined in the main responsibilities in regards to the development inside the period in between childhood as well as majority. One in the most important areas in regards to the changes dad is in existence in terms of the transformation pertaining with the parents as well as peers relationship. The psychological approach is, that has been proposed for the analysis of psychological development in the adolescents have been very promising because of Its nature of emphasising on to the importance in regards to the social situation of development. If we talk about the modern societies, it has been described in the form of a rapidly changing situation of the crisis. The transformation in regards to the relationship with their parents has been one pertaining to the main task that is In need for that development during the phase of 18 to 29 years. Adolescents individuation-separation has been defined in the form of the process of development whereby the individuals will be preventing them selling in terms of differentiation as well as independent from their particular member mother as well as father. Researchers have been generally agreeing in regards to the view of the a separation-individuation as well as separation method in the form of very critical process into their face of development. The parenting, as well as styles of attachment, has been affecting teenagers, self-esteem as well as the development of interpersonal relationship that is in existence. The main goal of the study was for revealing the impacts of family discussion on to interpersonal relationships as well as self-esteem on young adults.

Self-esteem can be defined in the form of the valuation of each and every one. Current of today’s time has been exhibiting the social interactions amongst the people who arein age group of 18 to 28 years have been of intervening the comparison pertaining themselves along with their particular peers. Individuals alongside the nature of self-assessment will feel significantly more happy with themselves as well as being versatile for having brought up in their individuals as well as appearances concerning their carefulness, nervousness, suicides as well as different kinds of issues. The families have been additionally impacting the emotional wellness of you teenagers. Confidence has been kept on being impacted by the impact of such countless sorts of variables in presence. The family has perhaps of those most significant component that have been assuming extremely vital part as far as molding every single one person confronted a portion of the examinations have been showing that the inclusion of the family, working of the family as well as parent influences connected with the patient has been influencing the physical as well as psychological wellness of every single person. A review that has been directed was demonstrating the way that the issues in the family can be bringing about the type of reason for instructive as well as fears in preparing, crumbling relating be tight timetable, the social collusion, as well as misuse seeing the liquor as well as medication. Generally speaking, the consequences of the examinations that have been distributed already has been recommending that the broken families can be characterized as a middle in which the wrongdoing will be developing, families that are utilitarian can be supporting as well as now sharing their youngsters' as well as an ineptitude with respect to the capability of that specific family can be unfavorably influencing the standards of the kid. In spite of staying alert about the job that family has been playing as far as building a sort of dynamic and local area that is sound, as a result
of his circumstance expertly into that specific local area, the specialist have been seeing that at the hour of starting an optional school training, understudies have been encountering a decrease in to the presentation, feeling in regards to the deficiency, maltreatment towards any substance, desolate less as well as staying away from the real world and furthermore the ways of behaving that are occupied by their own self due to their lower levels concerning the confidence. Albeit the examinations that have been recently distributed on to the effect of family brokenness as well as its relationship to one's physical as well as problems connected with psychological wellness, little information is there in presence concerning the in the middle of between working of the family as well as the confidence of the youths. Various number of analysts are there that has been showing need connected with the examinations according to the in the middle of between the factors of working of the family as the less regard. Thus, the analyst have been holding back in the middle of between various kinds of viewpoints with respect to the working of the family too and do implies that are connected with confidence. It has been framed that the consequence of the sorts of investigations can be a short strides towards the advancement of help of individuals having a place with this age bunch.

1.1 SELF-ESTEEM AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIP

The perspective of the Rosenberg as well as social media theories have been different in regard to the role that self-esteem is playing. However, they have been a green and to the fact that the level of self-esteem in regard to each individual has been associated along with the distinctive by specialist as well as the behaviour that will be affecting the relationship. If we talk particularly, but he proposes that have been considering that individuals will be having high self-esteem as well as they will be much more optimistic in comparison to those who have less level of self-esteem. This feature has been exhibiting in regards to the perception they are having regarding themselves as well as of their capabilities for achieving their particular goal. This feature have been also about words the perception be happy as well as how they have been accepting others will be towards them. Concerning the setting of the family, this can be having different sorts of repercussions. Concerning the connection among parent and kid, feeling substantially more hopeful in regards to their ability for decidedly collaborating with their youngster may be empowering be non-essential guardian paid for getting more included, thus it will be fostering the morning with their kids' separately yet in addition improving the help that has been allowed to different pages. Furthermore, this kind of confidence perhaps bring down the Taste old enough and have even thus, it will be significantly more valuable concerning embracing sufficient instructive act year, rather than feeling substantially more wrecked.

1.1.1 SELF-ESTEEM AS WELL AS THE CO-PARENTAL RELATIONSHIP

Co-parenting can be defined as the aspect regarding supporting as well as collaborating in between the parent regarding the matters that are of concern related to care as well as up-bringing of the child. It has been defined in the form of central aspects regarding the life of the family which will be exerting you need types of effects on to the parenting as well as the development of the child. Amongst the others, competitive co-parenting is finding it for undermining attachment that is in existence between parents, high levels in regards to co-parenting support is considered to be linked to fewer externalisation behaviours of the child.
Assuming we discuss the couples, that are having positive insight in regards to one accomplice perhaps improving responsibility from one side to that specific relationship as well as it could be additionally persuading one for settling conflicts. In addition, with respect to go parental relationship, if the mother, as well as father, are having substantially more certain discernment in regards to one another, it could be upgrading their specific trust into the phrasings of one another as well as it will make it significantly more simpler for them to words I love in the corporate for dealing with their youngster. As per this, they might be having an inclination that they are getting substantially more steady. In additional today, we expected is more in contrast with excluded them from one accomplice as well as kids perhaps improving the young in regards to the recordings that will be expanding the closeness and, similar to the self-divulgence. These sorts of ways of behaving have been advancing a nearby knitclose-sew, however it has been forthcoming for being named by every person that I am having low self esteem self-regard truly do they can be likewise prompted words dismissal. As per this, it has been entirely sensible for believing that the parent's confidence has been influencing the relationship inside the family. Also, on the grounds that the family setting has been exceptionally related and dependent upon overflow impacts, the confidence of the guardians will probably be affecting the working of the family by and large.

1.1.2 SELF ESTEEM AS WELL AS THE PARENTAL-KID RELATIONSHIP

The parent-kin relationship can be referred to as a concept of multidimensional that is having an involvement through the time as well as it has been influenced by sex, age as well as the personalities that both the parents as well as the child is having. As it has been generally categorised with the help of great importance personally, a commitment for the long-term as well as extensive investment personally. The literature that has been cited has been considered to result in the identification of 37 types of studies test of two studies are having an inclusion. The self-esteem of the parents has been studied in regards to the association with different types of aspects regarding the parent-kin relationship satisfaction, involvement as well as the quality that interactions are happening, discipline, maltreatment as well as the style of parenting. Some of the Studies have been only investigating one aspect in regards to the relationship of parent-child, while others have been analysing several types amongst them.

1.2 RELATIONSHIP

Relationship most frequently alludes to: Family relations and family members: association. Relational relationship, a solid, profound, or close affiliation or colleague between at least two individuals. Connection and reliance, connections in math and measurements between two factors or sets of information.

1.2.1 DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILY RELATIONSHIP

Dysfunctional family relationships are considered to be perpetuated with the fear regarding rejection, fear regarding punishment, fear regarding the appointment as well as ongoing anxiety commonly. The dysfunctional family relationship might be coming in different types of forms with the inclusion of relationships that will be occurring in the form of a result pertaining the chemical dependency, illness
regarding mentally or any type of abusers in the system of the family. If the relationship inside the family from the origination is dysfunctional, then every individual member are at risk for the development of interpersonal as well as interpersonal difficulties. So many ways are there in regards to dysfunctional family relationships as it can be traumatising every individual family member. One possible way is with the help of alcoholism, which has been affecting approximately more than 75 million Americans. Children in the alcoholic Family has been considered to face many types of problems as well as difficult situations and also they have been developing the skills for survival regarding negotiation, hiding as well as adapting in order for survival. It has been estimated that there are approximately 28 to 34,000,000 children in regards to the alcoholic as well as half of them are considered to be between the age of 18 to 28 years.

Children who are alcoholics who have been considered to have dysfunctional family relationships Have been considered to develop a defence system in regards to surviving into a type of unstable environment. They have been learning at an early age not to trust others or themselves as well as having their difficulties in terms of expressing their feelings, ones as well as needs that they are having. For so many children that are growing up in alcoholic homes it has become much more easier for detaching from a home that is chaotic life home in comparison to participating in it. All the children have been learning a type of assortment regarding the survival behaviours within the inclusion of dissociation, depression, anger, withdrawal as well as identification along with the persecuted in regards for the management of destructive family environments. The behaviours of the survival have been beginning from normal as adult children regarding the alcoholics building, walls and regards for ordering she separation of themselves from their surroundings.

On the off chance that we discuss the outcome, the truth has been getting befuddled, sentiments have been stifled as well as the activities have been turning out to be significantly more divided. The grown-up youngsters have been mistaking love for respects to the caretaking, suddenness, alongside the silliness, closeness with terms of seething, as well as the articulation in regards to the point with the assistance of brutality. It has been recommended that the youngsters that are having a place with alcoholic families who have been encountering useless connections may take onto a portion of the guidelines for satisfying various kinds of capabilities as to the arrangement of the family. In the event that we take a model, in adulthood, and the total liabilities youngsters have been turning out to be substantially more dependable grown-up, considerably more serious, significantly more solid on self, not ready to trust effectively, I'm not ready to unwind as well as requiring being in charge.

Different types of studies have been demonstrating that children that belong to alcoholic families are tending to the development of low self-esteem, depression, lack regards to self-confidence as well as impaired interpersonal relationships. The children who are adults of the alcoholics have been experiencing difficulties that have an inclusion of not solved bones emotionally, the role that confusion is having, poor effect expression, poor communication, mistrust as well as the problems in regards to intimacy. It has been also just suggested that adult children of alcoholics have been experiencing the relationship of the family which were inconsistent, lacking in regards to communication as well as trust, is considered to have ambivalent expectations as well as were unstable stable in terms of the social aspect. Researchers have been demonstrating
that the adult children belonging to the alcoholics are having difficulties with discomfort in the personal as well as intra physic complex. This is considered that they will be interfering with the closeness personally as well as the satisfaction of that particular relationship. It has been also suggested that the young adult of the alcoholics you have been experiencing impaired relationship in the origin of the family will be impoverishing The behaviour interpersonally. The difficulties that have been experienced by the young adult of the alcoholics family might be linked to the relationship within the family of the origin. The alcoholism of the family might be leading towards dysfunctional relationships inside the family which will be causing difficulties in interpersonal functioning. The literature has been also suggested that the alcoholism of the family will be causing the role in stability, inconsistent towards the environment, and dependability as well as unavailability in regards to the emotional aspects of the relationship inside the family. Different types of characteristics that are in association with a young adult of the alcoholics are being quite extensive as well as yet majority of the conclusions about these types of characteristics are considered to be based on observations clinically rather than upon the research empirically. The examination on the youthful grown-up drunkards has been extremely restricted and furthermore has not been recorded in a respectful manner. Most of the investigations have been zeroing in on two grown-up offspring of the heavy drinkers who have been experiencing the treatment as well as new gathering those kinds of youngsters who have not been encountering any troubles seeing their way of behaving as well as profound perspective. As of now, the examinations have been expected for the assurance of different sorts of relational qualities and they are considered as the consequence of family liquor abuse or the outcome in regards to the useless relationship of the family in like manner. The principal point of the exploration was to dissect the variables of broken families influencing the confidence of youthful grown-ups

RATIONLE OF THE STUDY

The main reason for taking this study as our study was for analysing the impact that family dysfunction caused on the self-esteem of young adults and how they behave and face these challenges in their families. The study will be analysing the perspective of the people regarding their aspects of facing the family dysfunction and managing their self esteem.

CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Murray (2022) emphasised on eastern and western parenting, this research explores the relationship between parental participation and student academic achievement via a multicultural lens. with prior data indicating that children typically benefit most from having an authoritative parent rear them. However, there is mounting proof that western parenting philosophies (Baumrind's typology of parenting) do not consistently correlate with cross-cultural observations of student accomplishment. This study of the research gives a general overview of many parenting philosophies, emphasising aspects of parenting including differences in the impact of the mother and father, degrees of responsiveness (warmth/support), demandingness (psychical control), and autonomy giving.
Martinez, et al. (2020) breaks down the effect of parenting styles on young people's confidence (SE) and assimilation of social qualities in three nations, Spain, Portugal and Brazil. The example of the review was involved 2091 young people from Spain was taken. The two rules' factors were caught with the five components of the AF5, Five-Element Self-Idea Survey, and with self-greatness and protection. Results affirm new examination in parenting socialization: the utilization of parental warmth is proven as key for juvenile confidence and assimilation of social qualities in the three nations broke down. Liberal and definitive nurturing (both portrayed by parental warmth) are related with the most elevated esteem assimilation in the three nations. Moreover, liberal parenting (utilization of warmth) is related with the most noteworthy young adult confidence, defeating authoritative parenting (utilization of warmth and severity).

Perez-Gramaie, et al. (2020) the current review was intended to examine the connection between styles of parenting and SE in youngsters. The information assortment instruments utilized were Coopersmith Confidence Stock and Diana Baumrind Nurturing Style Stock. Markers, for example, the mean, standard deviation and recurrence were utilized to portray information, and a multivariate relapse test, SPSS programming rendition 16 were applied in information analysis. The all-out confidence score of the kids taking part in this review was 5.6 ± 32.5 and most moms had a definitive nurturing/parenting style (80.6%). There was huge connection between confidence and legitimate nurturing style (p ≤ 0.05).

Pinquart and Gerke (2019) present meta-examination was to coordinate the accessible exploration on relationship of nurturing/parenting styles with SE in youngsters and adolescents. Cross-sectional investigations found little to direct certain relationship of parenting with SE, while tyrant, and careless nurturing, were connected with lower confidence in the posterity. A tiny positive relationship of lenient nurturing with confidence was seen in examinations that characterized tolerance by low control and high warmth as opposed to simply by low control. We presume that relationships between parenting styles and youngster confidence can't be deciphered as an unadulterated impact of nurturing styles and that more longitudinal examination is earnestly required for testing expected bidirectional impacts.

Karaer and Akdemir (2019) did this research parental perspectives, saw social help, feeling guidelines and the going with mental problems found in youths who, having been determined to have Web Compulsion (IA), was alluded to a short-term youngster and juvenile mental clinic. Of 176 teenagers matured 12-17, 40 were remembered for the review bunch. These scored 80 or higher on Youth’s Internet addiction (IAT) and met Youth's symptomatic measures for IA in light of mental meetings. The outcomes showed that the guardians of youths with IA were all the more much of the time deficient in acknowledgement/association, management/checking and they had less profound accessibility. The young people with IA had less seen social help, and more noteworthy trouble in the recognizable proof and verbal articulation of their sentiments and feeling guidelines. Lower parental severity/management, higher alexithymia and the presence of a tension issue were viewed as huge indicators of IA. Web dependent young people with comorbid significant burdensome issue had more elevated levels of alexithymia and lower levels of close to home accessibility in their folks.
Garcia and Serra (2019) explore the connections between legitimate nurturing (warmth and unbending nature), liberal nurturing (warmth without severity), dictator nurturing (severity without warmth), and careless nurturing (neither warmth and neither severity) and the short-and long haul socialization results in youngsters and grown-ups, as well similarly as with unfortunate scholarly execution during pre-adulthood. An example of youngsters were 602, grown-ups were 610, moderately aged and more seasoned people made up the respondents Configuration comprised of a 4 3 2 (nurturing style, scholarly accomplishment, sex, and age). The discoveries showed that school accomplishment significantly affected the relationship between nurturing practices and kids' socialization results.

Ching and Tak (2017) to all the more probable appreciate the intricacies and difficulties of phone impulse, this assessment bases on nurturing practices, connection, and restriction. The responses to four outlines from 211 uni students in (138 females and 74 people) were accumulated using convenience testing. It was productive in making one fundamental condition model that showed supporting style (authoritative or open minded) could reasonably predict association style (secure or careless) and self-rule (drive control or goal setting) for phone addictions (positive assumption, withdrawal, the web relationship, or misuse). nurturing style was a positive interface with foresee association/connection, while the association positive related to predict self-rule. Self-rule was a negative connect with mobile phone propensity. The way that a positive nurturing style makes it revealed what's more, a positive association style could approach an enormous model with self-rule and wireless reliance. Besides, secure association had higher mediation influence, while drive control and goal setting conduct had a fair intervention command over affecting reliance inclination.

Morrish, et al. (2018) conducted survey meant to assess the relationship of emotional regulation ER to PEPs focusing on young people. In the first place, to assess the relationship of ER to spaces of wellbeing on by school-based. Second, to analyse whether school-based PP can further develop youths' ER limit. Third, to assess the job of ER in prosperity results. Results support the importance of ER to areas of prosperity framed by the overhauled model, including positive feelings, commitment, connections, significance, and wellbeing. ER can impact how much understudies benefit from Energy interest. It still needs not set in stone whether ER limit is worked on because of openness to positive schooling programs. Discoveries are restricted by the little and heterogeneous gathering of intercessions inspected, and the utilization of inconsistent measures of ER.

Akin and Radford, (2018) investigates the presence of resilience/versatility and self-esteem (SE) in metropolitan secondary school learning conditions. Information assortment comes from meetings and overviews of alumni of metropolitan secondary schools, who progressed into school or professions. Discoveries from this subjective phenomenological research contains member suggestions to the particular activities of teachers, as well as thoughts, or suitable learning conditions, to cultivate the strength and confidence which adds to understudy scholastic and social achievement, prompting grown-up private and calling achievement.
Balgiu, (2017) examines the connection between resilience/strength, SE and the large five character/personality characteristics, in an example of arising grown-ups’ understudies, (N = 192). In this regard, three surveys were directed an instrument which operationalizes resilience as an expertise of fast recuperation following unsavory occasions (BRS), and character and confidence polls (the Huge Five Inventory-10 - BFI-10, separately the Single-thing confidence - SISE). Correlational and relapse examination shows genuinely critical connections between resiloience/strength, SE, extraversion (E) and neuroticism (N).

Luk, et al. (2016) examined whether parental reporting of parenting practises and global self-esteem served as mediators between current depressed symptoms, alcohol consumption, and alcohol-related issues. A sample of 419 alcoholics from a college provided the data. The findings showed that higher self-esteem in the parents protected children against bullying victimisation and despair. As opposed to this, having a permissive, authoritarian mom was positively correlated with bullying, which in turn was connected to an increase in alcohol use and, to a lesser extent, difficulties related to alcohol. Authoritarianism in the mother was linked to depressed symptoms and issues with drinking.

Mestre, et al. (2017) with a sample of teenagers from suburban high schools, this study investigates the association between resilience and both emotional regulation (ER) skills and techniques. There were 164 teenagers, aged 13 to 16, who took part in the study. The findings confirmed that teenagers' resilience is significantly predicted by their capacity for emotion control. Moreover, cognitive regulation techniques including positive reappraisal were predictive of students' reported resilience. Levels of resilience were also connected with sociability. These positive findings suggest that ER skills may be a useful aid in avoiding teenagers from engaging in harmful, irrational behaviours, which are typical of adolescents at this developmental period.

Garofalo, et al. (2016) had the motivation to expand past information concerning the connection between confidence and animosity by inspecting the interceding job of emotional dysregulation among wrongdoers and local area members. An example of 153 detained vicious wrongdoers and a local area test of 197 people was taken. Feeling dysregulation completely interceded the connections that low self-esteem (SE) had with actual animosity, outrage, and aggression. A similar example (with the expansion of full intercession for verbal hostility) was affirmed locally test. Our discoveries propose that emotional dysregulation might assume a significant part in the association between low confidence and hostility.

Bai, et al. (2016) looked at the connections between rudeness in the family, CWBs (counterproductive work behaviours), state SE, and emotion regulation. Findings using 284 respondents showed a positive correlation between rudeness in the home and unproductive work habits, with state self-esteem serving as a mediating factor in this association. Moreover, emotional control lessened the link between state self-esteem and rudeness in the family. The results indicated that family uncivility, as an emotional situational demand in the family sphere, is related to undesirable results (deviant behaviour) in the work context through the exhaustion of the personal resource—state SE , while ER is a crucial resource that mitigates this association.
Inam. Et al. (2016) determined how parenting methods of both mothers and fathers affected the academic performance of children who were high achievers and underachievers. A deliberately chosen sample of 210 individuals was made up of 70 students (35 weak achievers and 35 achievers) and their 90 parents (both father and mothers). SPSS 21 was used to analyse the data. ANOVA was used to evaluate parenting practices to students' academic performance. To compare underachievers and high achievers, a t-test was performed. Results showed that children with parents who were entirely authoritative, fully permissive, or who used a combination of authoritative and lenient parenting styles performed much better than children whose parents were only permissive in their behaviour.

Masud, et al (2015) utilized the examinations that have been finished in the past on nurturing practices and early youngsters' scholastic accomplishment filled in as the reason for this exploration's unit of examination. This study paper focuses on 39 examinations in light of the fact that the accessibility of the latest and relevant information was the principal focal point of the pursuit. All of the exploration underlined how nurturing practices affect young people's scholastic achievement. As per research, legitimate nurturing is the nurturing approach that further develops small kids' scholarly accomplishment the most. To comprehend the social effect of nurturing styles here on scholastic accomplishment of youngsters, more concentrate on nurturing styles in different mainlands is required.

Brenning, et al. (2015) explored longitudinal relationship between perceived maternal independence strong nurturing and early teenagers' utilization of three Emotional regulation (ER) styles: emotional coordination, suppressive guideline, and dysregulation. We tried whether saw maternal independence support anticipated changes and whether these trauma centre styles, thusly, connected with changes in change (i.e., burdensome side effects, confidence). Members mean age at Time provided details regarding apparent maternal independence support, their emergency room styles, and change at two minutes in time, crossing a 1 year span. Cross-slacked examinations showed that apparent maternal independence support anticipated expansions in profound combination and diminishes in guideline. Paradoxically, profound dysregulation anticipated diminishes in apparent independence strong nurturing. Further, expansions in close to home coordination were prescient of expansions in confidence, and diminishes in suppressive guideline were prescient of diminishes in burdensome side effects.

Begum and Islam (2015) analyzed the associations between nurturing style, profound remainder, and confidence and scholarly achievement. A study comprising of the Parental Acknowledgment/Dismissal Survey, the Capacity to understand people on a profound level Scale, the Rosenberg's Confidence Poll, and an Individual Data Structure (PIF) was given to 200 10th graders (40% young men), ages 13 to 15, from three schools in the city of Dhaka. In the ongoing review, the understudies' Lesser School Recognition (JSC) test results were considered while surveying their scholarly presentation. Consequences of pearson item - second connection showed areas of strength for a connection between scholarly achievement and nurturing style, the capacity to understand people on a profound level, and confidence.
Wollenberg, et al. (2015) looked at the commonness of confused eating between female school competitors and non-competitors and investigate Emotional regulation as a possible middle agent between the connection between cooperation in sports and disarranged eating side effects. Cluttered eating side effects and feeling guideline were evaluated using the Eating Mentalities Test and the Hardships with Emotional regulation Scale in a review-based design. The pervasiveness of confused eating was higher in non-competitors. Non-competitors revealed a larger number of signs and side effects of confused eating than competitors (p < .01). Findings showed a measurably huge impact of athletic-status on scattered eating by means of ER; in any case, this impact didn't arrive at reasonable importance. Our discoveries show that female competitors in our example were fairly shielded from scattered eating contrasted with non-competitors, yet the component of this relationship is hazy.

Gresham and Gullone (2014) studied an essential component of effective psychological functioning is emotion regulation (ER). This study looked at how the 5 Model (FFM) for personality as well as parent attachment affected the employment of the ER strategies of appraisal & suppression in a sample of 682 toddlers and adolescents between the ages of 10 and 18. Higher test scores on all FFM variables—with the exception of Neuroticism, which was positively correlated with Suppression usage—predicted less Suppression use, while higher results on Extraversion and Openness indicated greater Reappraisal use. Higher Communication predicted greater Reappraisal and less use of Suppression in terms of attachment, whereas higher Isolation predicted lesser Reappraisal and more use of Suppression. The latest research advances our knowledge of the variables influencing the usage of particular ER tactics.

Jain (2014) mentioned although the studies that have been previously published on the impact of family dysfunction, as well as its relationship to one’s physical as well as disorders related to mental health, little knowledge, is there in existence in regards to the relationship in between functioning of the family as well as the self-esteeem of the adolescents.

Nupur (2013) mentioned that the family has one of those most important elements that have been playing a very crucial role in terms of shaping every one character faced some of the studies have been showing that the involvement of the family, functioning of the family as well as a parent affects related

Ahmad and Riaz (2013) analyses that Overall, the results of the studies that have been published previously has been suggesting that dysfunctional families can be defined as a centre in which the crime will be growing, functional families can be supported as well as now sharing their children’s as well as any type of incompetency in regards to the function of that particular family can be adversely affecting the norms of the child.

Karabanova (2013) stated that young adult of da dysfunctional family is having some of the
common types of interpersonal as well as intra characteristics which has an inclusion of, I need for controlling, inability to words trusting, a tendency for avoiding the feelings, a tendency for being much more responsible, A tendency for ignoring the needs, a high tolerance for behaviour that is inappropriate as well as poor self-esteem.

Abhishek (2013) stated that a study that has been conducted was showing that the problems in the family can be resulting in the form of the cause of educational as well as fears in training, disintegration pertaining be tight schedule, the social alliance, as well as abuse regarding the alcohol as well as drug.

Bcahman and Jerald (2012) mentioned that the self-esteem of the parents have been studied in regards to the association with different types of aspects regarding the parent child relationship satisfaction, involvement as well as the quality that interactions are happening, discipline, maltreatment as well as the style of parenting.

Jones D (2012) made a measurement of personality characteristics in regards to the people of age group from 18 years to 28 years as well as the findings have been suggesting that the children which belongs to dysfunctional family were very similar in regards to the orientation of the personality to that group of students who were young adults of non-dysfunctional family founded that some of the dysfunctional families are considered to be much more stable in comparison to the others. This type of studies, making use of family environment scale, comparing the offspring from the parents that are alcoholic as well as parents that I am not alcoholic.

Mehmood (2011) stated that co-parenting can be defined as the aspect regarding supporting as well as collaborating in between the parent regarding the matters that are of concern related to care as well as upbringing of the child.

Uday Narayan (2011) stated that dysfunctional family relationship are considered to be perpetuated with the fear regarding the rejection, fear regarding the punishment, fear regarding the appointment as well as ongoing anxiety commonly.

Nattala P (2010) Children who are alcoholics who have been considered to have dysfunctional family relationships have been considered to develop a defence system in regards for surviving into a type of unstable environment. They have been learning at an early age for not to trust others or themselves as well as having their difficulties in terms of expressing their feelings, ones as well as needs that they are having.

Calafat, et al. (2014) explores whether authoritative parenting, which combines warmth and strictness, is more effective at preventing teenage substance use than authoritarian, indulgent, and neglectful parenting, which lack both warmth and strictness. The study employed a survey of 7718 teenagers. In all the nations examined,
indulgent and authoritative upbringing were both linked to better results than authoritarian and negligent parenting. Overall, our findings are consistent with the idea that indulgent parenting is just as effective in Europe as authoritative parenting, as shown by the adolescents' scores in the youth outcomes, which were better for indulgent parenting (on self-esteem and academic performance) than for parental control (on drug use and personal disturbances).

Cui, et al. (2014) teenagers from essentially ruined families were analyzed to decide the connections between mental impact from guardians with brutal way of behaving and discouraged side effects. The mental control of their folks and their own discouraged side effects were accounted for by 206 teens (ages 10 to 18), and the two guardians and kids talked about how well their own youngsters controlled their feelings and acted forcefully. Teenagers' capacity to direct their resentment intervened circuitous connections between parental mental control, forceful way of behaving, and discouraged side effects in youths. As per moderate examinations, the connection between parental feeling guideline and juvenile side effects of melancholy was more grounded in youngsters who experienced difficulty managing their sensations of bitterness, and the connection between mental control as well as forceful way of behaving was more grounded in more seasoned youth who experienced difficulty directing their sensations of outrage.

Zimmermann and lwanksi zeroed in on 3 feelings of distress, dread, and fury, as it took a gander at age contrasts in 7 feeling the executives systems from high schooler years (age 11) to center piece of adulthood (age 50). The discoveries exhibited unmistakable changes that happen in the three feelings' separate ways to deal with feeling guideline (emergency room). The discoveries likewise highlight age-explicit increments and decreases in various feeling the board strategies, with a general pattern towards more versatile feeling guideline. Center immaturity specifically displays the most un-broad arms stockpile of feeling the executives methods. For most of feeling the executives techniques, orientation incongruities were apparent. The outcomes recommend that feeling explicit exploration ought to be finished on the improvement of emergency room on the grounds that an emphasis simply on broad trama center either misjudges or overstates as of now existing formative modifications connected with explicit feelings.

Antonopoulou, et al. (2013) looks at how early adolescent boys' opinions of their dad's parenting approach relate to two outcomes: empathy and overall self-esteem. The survey was completed by 179 elementary school students. Results indicated a strong relationship between preadolescents' perceptions of a paternal parenting style and their levels of empathy and overall self-esteem. While self- and empathy-perceptions were relatively high, the participating students tended to see their fathers as primarily supportive. The impression of their dad's parenting style by preadolescents was also a major predictor of their global self-esteem and empathy.

Larsen, et al. (2013) investigated the relationship between regular suppressing usage and depressed symptoms in early adolescents. 1,753 teenagers who participated in the study reported overall use of suppressed and depressed symptoms at 2 time points separated by a year. During each time period, there was a correlation
between the two. One year later, higher suppression use was preceded by depressive symptoms, but future depressive symptoms were not preceded by suppression. Overall, the research points to depressive symptoms as a possible antecedent to adolescent suppressing behaviour that becomes ingrained. These findings have been viewed as showing how depression has been affected by efforts to regulate emotions.

Jabeen, et al. (2013) looked to inspect the job of maternal and fatherly nurturing/parenting styles on the emotional regulation (ER) among teenagers. Parental Power Survey (Babree,1997) and Early Youths Disposition Poll were utilized to gather the data from the members. Test of the momentum research comprised of young people having a place with 7,8,9 classes. The outcomes showed that maternal definitive nurturing/parenting style affected ER. Maternal tolerant nurturing style meaningfully affected ER. Comparably legitimate fatherly nurturing style meaningfully affected ER while fatherly lenient parenting style made huge negative difference on ER.

Sarkova, et al. (2013) investigated the relationship between youths' decisive way of behaving, mental prosperity, and self-esteem. The example comprised of 1,023 understudies (14.9 ± .51; 47.6% young men). Two elements of the Scale for Relational Way of behaving (misery and execution), 2 variables of the Overall Wellbeing Survey 12 (discouragement/nervousness and social brokenness), and 2 variables of the Rosenberg SE Scale (positive SE and negative SE) were utilized; information were investigated utilizing various leveled straight relapse. It was viewed that as (a) the more restless respondents felt in confident circumstances, the less habitually they participated in these circumstances; and that (b) the two elements of decisiveness were related with mental prosperity and SE.

Kerr, et al. (2013) inspected a suspicion and find out whether adding information things to past investigations' outcomes would have had an effect. The information came from 978 young people. The discoveries showed that adding information inquiries to trial of parental social control fortified the connections among conduct and change. Accordingly, a large number of the most referred to investigate' discoveries and ends are probably going to be viewed as more noteworthy than they would have been in the event that the assessments had focused quite recently on parental direct. Likewise, adolescent change all the more precisely anticipated contrasts in definitive and careless nurturing styles than these styles precisely anticipated changes in these nurturing ways of behaving. Also, young adult change more precisely anticipated changes in definitiveness than legitimacy precisely anticipated juvenile change.

Babore, et al. (2013) wanted to look at burdensome secondary effects in an Italian illustration of early young people, and to examine their relationship with SE levels and saw maternal and paternal significant availability.594 young people (half females) were a piece of the investigation. Disclosures highlighted a possibly higher, but not truly basic, level of burdensome secondary effects in young women than in young fellows. Backslide examination showed that, to the degree that signs of despairing, SE was the most relevant one, followed by maternal and caring up close and personal availability.
Nastas and Sala (2012) underlined the association between parental nurturing practices and kids' ability to appreciate people on a deeper level levels. There were 90 young people and their folks, it was suggested. The capacity to understand anyone on a profound level Scale - EIS and Battery of EI Profile - BTPIE are two individual evaluations that the young people took to measure their ability to understand anyone on a deeper level turn of events (Wood, Tolley, 2003). The CSP Parental Styles Poll was given to the guardians to finish. The discoveries exhibit that the five parental styles — tyrant, domineering, lenient, majority rule, and dismissing/careless — affect the degree of the ability to understand anyone on a deeper level turn of events. A parent's relationship with their own juvenile youngsters shows how far along their capacity to understand people on a profound level is being developed.

CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

3.1 AIM

The aim is to analyse the factors of dysfunctional families affecting the self-esteem of young adults.

3.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

- To examine the correlation between dysfunction in the family and the self-esteem of the younger adults
- To study the impact of dysfunctional relationships on self-esteem of younger adults.

3.4 HYPOTHESIS

H1: There is a correlation between dysfunction in the family and the self-esteem of the younger adults.

H2: There will be an influence of dysfunctional relationships on self-esteem of younger adults.

3.5 RESEARCH DESGN

Design of the research is done with the help of questionnaire framed using the skills of Rosenberg self-esteem scale and psychological and interpersonal relationship skills. The main purpose of this study was to find out the impact of family discussion on the self-esteem and interpersonal relationship of the young adults. This has been using the approach of questionnaire method that has been distributed among the people. The design of the research is basically qualitative.

3.6 Participants of the study

This particular study is having an aim for the effects of dysfunction in families on the interpersonal relationship and self-esteem of younger adults. Complete participants were hundred in number which is in age group of 18–25 years which is considered as the younger adults.
3.7 Tool Description

- Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale:
  Morris Rosenberg, a clinician, made the 10-thing Rosenberg Confidence Scale in 1965. It is the most generally involved confidence metric in research. The test-retest unwavering quality, inside consistency, and prescient legitimacy of the scale are great overall (Schmitt and Allik, 2005; Torrey, Mueser, and Drake, 2000). The scale's interior cognizance is upheld by the solid Cronbach esteem (M = 0.81).

- Interpersonal Relationship Scale:
  A social association or relationship between at least two people is called a relational relationship. Your communications with your life partner, family, dear companions, colleagues, collaborators, and numerous others that include your informal organization can be delegated different types of relational connections. The consequences of the test-retest unwavering quality test, directed multi week separated, show that the SCAT-M instruments have a coefficient of certainty of r = 0.841 (high) p = 0.00 < 0.01. The SCAT-M instruments have a serious level of strength.

3.8 Data collection procedure

For gathering the information, 10 things of Rosenberg confidence scale, 32 things of relational relationship scale and segment structure have been utilized. To contact the more youthful grown-ups from different areas, surveys were being regulated in the message box as well as different spots to chip in the youthful grown-ups. They were requested taking part after the clarification of the motivation behind the concentrate as well as they have been given the arrangement of surveys with the incorporation of clarification about the review, issues connected with classification, the contact data of the analyst who is concentrating on the subject and scales for this review. The instruments have been requiring roughly 10 minutes for being made sense of.

3.9 Statistical Analysis

With the end goal of the ongoing review, subjective information has been accumulated as well as quantitative information were investigated both with the assistance of utilizing the clear as well as other ordinary computation strategies. Before the investigation of the information, the information examination which is missing was finished for the scales, subsequently, individuals answered with deficient information, so those reactions have been ignored. In the information staying, the reactions which were missing were being supplanted by the mean of that specific thing, since the thing mean is the replacement which has been given as an excellent portrayal of the first information in the liker type scale scales. A while later, scores of Rosenberg confidence scale, as well as relational relationship scale were determined. For the estimation of the scores of the Rosenberg confidence scale, the amount of the multitude of reactions to 10 things of that specific scale was figured for every one of the members. Higher qualities have been expressed the higher confidence scores. For the relational relationship abilities, the typical has been determined as the score. Higher
the normal express the more noteworthy subjugation between relational connections on the members to the referenced things. The as of now, implies standard deviations, as well as the frequencies, were figured for every one of the scores as well as the report reactions of segment data structure.

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Table 1.1 The table represents the correlation between Self – esteem and Family interpersonal relationships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Self-esteem</th>
<th>Family dysfunction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spearman's rho</td>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95% Confidence Interval</td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family dysfunction</td>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95% Confidence Interval</td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table demonstrates the correlation which is $r=-.050$ which is negatively significant at 0.05 level ($p<0.05$) between Self–esteem, and Family dysfunction. It indicates that if self-esteem increases then family dysfunction decreases.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

The main aim was to analyse the factors of dysfunctional families affecting the self-esteem of young adults.

The accompanying information was broke down utilizing SPSS'22. The Scores emerged to be huge utilizing Spearmen connection strategy through non-parametric insights. The incentive for spearmen connection for Confidence is - .050 which is huge at 0.05 level with family brokenness connections and states a negative relationship.

The result signifies that if there will be more dysfunctional families and interpersonal relationships then the self-esteem of the person will be less because they won’t be able to feel belonged and accepted. Thus, they will feel inferior and negative about themselves as similar to the study of Mehmood S, A. N. (2011).

The interpretation suggests that the result signifies that if there are more dysfunctional families and interpersonal relationships, then a person's self-esteem will be lower because they won't feel belonged and accepted. This interpretation aligns with common psychological theories and empirical findings as feeling a sense of belonging and acceptance within the family and interpersonal relationships is crucial for healthy psychological development. When individuals experience dysfunctional family dynamics or negative interpersonal relationships, they may feel excluded, rejected, or unappreciated. This lack of belongingness and acceptance can contribute to lower self-esteem.

Moreover, dysfunctional family environments can foster feelings of inferiority, inadequacy, and self-doubt in individuals. Constant exposure to criticism, conflict, or neglect within the family can shape negative self-perceptions and beliefs, leading to decreased self-esteem over time.

In accordance with the Rosenberg self-esteem scale, the average score of the sales team varies from 15–to 25. In accordance with the research conducted with the help of questionnaire and the scores obtained after taking it as mean and summing up, it came 24.31. This score is falling in between the group of average self-esteem. These results clearly indicate that the impact of dysfunctional families on the self-esteem of younger adults are almost higher so dysfunction in families has been boosting up the self-esteem of the younger adults as they are having a choice for doing something on their own if their families are not supporting.

After the analysis of each statement of the interpersonal relationship scale, the average score after taking the mean of all the statements was 47.14. This clearly states that interpersonal relationships or commonly being ruined after dysfunction in the family as it falls below the average group which was 75 – 100. This clearly states that the interpersonal relationship is being affected to the differential in the family so the hypothesis is retained for both variables.

In accordance with the research conducted with the help of questionnaire and the scores obtained after taking it as mean and summing up, it came 24.31. After the analysis of each statement of the interpersonal relationship scale, the average score after taking the mean of all the statements was 47.14. This clearly states that interpersonal relationships or commonly being ruined after dysfunction in the family as it falls below the average group which was 75 – 100. Hence, it can be convicted that both hypotheses can be retained accordingly.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

The main aim of the research was to analyse the factors of dysfunctional families affecting the self-esteem of young adults.

Self-esteem can be defined in the form of the valuation of each and every one. The following data was analysed using SPSS’22. The Scores came out to be significant using Spearmen correlation method through parametric statistics. The value for spearmen correlation for Self-esteem is -.050 which is significant at 0.05 level with family dysfunction relationships and states a negative correlation.

The current of today’s time has been exhibiting the social interactions amongst the people who are belonging to the age group of 18 to 25 years have been of intervening the comparison pertaining themselves along with their particular peers.” A study that has been conducted was showing that the problems in the family can be resulting in the form of the cause of educational as well as fears in training, disintegration pertaining to be a tight schedule, the social alliance, as well as abuse regarding the alcohol as well as drug. Overall, the results of the studies that have been published previously has been suggesting that dysfunctional families can be defined as a centre in which the crime will be growing, families that are functional can be supporting as well as now sharing their children’s as well as any type of incompetency in regards to the function of that particular family can be adversely affecting the norms of the child. Although the studies that have been previously published on the impact of family dysfunction, as well as its relationship to one’s physical as well as disorders related to mental health, little knowledge, is there in existence in regards to the relationship between the functioning of the family as well as the self-esteem of the adolescents. The perspective of Rosenberg, as well as social media theories, have been different in regards to the role that self-esteem is playing. However, they have been a green and to the fact that the level of self-esteem in regards to each individual has been associated along with the distinctive by the specialist as well as the behaviour that will be affecting the relationship. In accordance with the Rosenberg self-esteem scale, the average score of the sales team varies from 15–to 25. In accordance with the research conducted with the help of questionnaire and the scores obtained after taking it as mean and summing up, it came 24.31. After the analysis of each statement of the interpersonal relationship scale, the average score after taking the mean of all the statements was 47.14. This clearly states that interpersonal relationships or commonly being ruined after dysfunction in the family as it falls below the average group which was 75 – 100. Hence, it can be convicted that both hypotheses can be retained accordingly.

Limitations:

1. Sample Size and Diversity: The study's sample size of 100 participants may not adequately represent the diversity of young adults experiencing dysfunctional family dynamics. Future research should consider a larger and more diverse sample to improve the generalizability of the findings.

2. Self-Report Measures: The study relied on self-report measures for assessing self-esteem and interpersonal relationships. This method may introduce biases or inaccuracies in the data due to social desirability bias or participants' subjective interpretations.
Recommendations:

1. **Intervention Research:** Investigating the effectiveness of interventions aimed at improving self-esteem and interpersonal relationships among young adults from dysfunctional families could be valuable. This could include family therapy, support groups, or cognitive-behavioral interventions.

2. **Educational and Support Programs:** Developing and implementing educational programs or support services targeted at young adults from dysfunctional families could help mitigate the negative impacts on self-esteem and relationships. These programs could focus on building resilience, coping skills, and positive social connections.
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Appendix A (Rosenberg Self Esteem Escale)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;On the whole, I am satisfied with myself&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At times I think I am no good at all</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that I have a number of good qualities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am able to do things as well as most other people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel I do not have much to be proud of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I certainly feel useless at times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that I’m a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wish I could have more respect for myself</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I take a positive attitude toward myself</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix B (Psychological and Interpersonal relation Scale)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Most or all the time</th>
<th>A good part of time</th>
<th>Some of the time</th>
<th>A little of the time</th>
<th>Rarely or none of the time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The members of my family really care about each other.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think my family is terrific.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family really gets on my nerves.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really enjoy my family.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can really depend on my family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really do not care to be around my family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wish I was not part of this family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of my family argue too much.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no sense of closeness in my family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel like a stranger in my family.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family does not understand me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is too much hatred in my family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of my family are really good to one another</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family is well-respected by those who know us</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There seems to be a lot of friction in my family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a lot of love in my family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of my family get along well together</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life in my family is generally unpleasant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family is a great joy to me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel proud of my family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other families seem to get along better than ours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family is a real source of comfort to me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel left out of my family.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family is an unhappy one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>